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Ohio Administrative Code 
Rule 173-2-05 Designating new AAAs. 
Effective: January 1, 2020
 
 

(A) Occasion: ODA shall designate an  entity as an AAA only if a change in the structure of Ohio's

existing PSAs  creates a new PSA for which no AAA has been designated, or if ODA de-designates

a currently-designated AAA according to rule 173-2-08 of the Administrative  Code.

 

(B) Eligibility requirements: ODA shall  only designate an entity as an AAA if the entity meets both

of the following  requirements:

 

(1) The entity is one of	 the following four types of entities:

 

(a) An established office of aging which is operating		within the PSA for which designation as an

AAA is sought.

 

(b) Any office or agency of a unit of general-purpose local		government that is designated to function

only for the purpose of serving as an		AAA by the chief elected official of the unit of general-purpose

local		government.

 

(c) Any office or agency designated by the appropriate		chief elected officials of any combination of

units of general-purpose local		government to act only on behalf of the combination of units of

general-purpose		local government for purpose of serving as an AAA.

 

(d) Any public or non-profit private agency that is located		within the PSA, or any separate

organizational unit within such an agency, that		would engage only in the planning or provision of

services within the		PSA.

 

(2) ODA approves the area	 plan that the entity prepared and developed for the PSA according to rule

173-2-06 of the Administrative Code.

 

(C) Right of first refusal: When  designating a new AAA, ODA shall give the right of first refusal to
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a unit of  general-purpose local government that meets the requirements under paragraphs  (B) of this

rule, if its geographical boundaries are reasonably contiguous with  the those of the PSA. If the unit

of general-purpose local government chooses  not to exercise this right, ODA shall then give

preference to an established  office on aging that meets both of the requirements under paragraph (B)

of this  rule.

 

(D) Definition for this rule: "Unit  of general-purpose local government" means a political

subdivision whose  authority is general and not limited to only one function or a combination of

related functions. "Unit of general-purpose local government" does  not include a local unit of state

government.
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